An automaton analogue of unicellularity.
There is presented in outline form an abstract model of a cell in an evolutionary context. The design is based on an elaboration of John Holland's one-dimensional, abstract universe recently posed for the study of the emergence of self-replicating systems. Eight new ingredients constitute the elaboration. They suggest how compartmentation of a set of "molecules" in a one-dimensional universe can be achieved and how a suitable, compartmentalized set of molecules can replicate in a manner analogous to real cell replication, i.e., there is segregation and semi-conservative replication of the genetic material, and there is division of the compartment through the construction of an "inner membrane". The approach to self-replication of a spatially delimited entity exemplified by this design differs from the abstract models of replication of the von Neumann or Laing type. In these the replicating entity constructs a copy external to itself and does not undergo any essential replacement of any of its parts. Also, while in these models the concern is primarily with questions of the "logical" type, our design has in mind features identifiable with both energy and information considerations. Thus, the rules which define the underlying "physics and chemistry" imply that the self-replicating entity is a dissipative structure. A constant flux of energy is required to maintain the system far from thermodynamic equilibrium in order to account for multiple steady states, and hence dynamic structure.